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Complete PVC Flat Roofing Systems

Commercial  |  Residential

EPDM vs. IB - PVC
Discover the Difference

For more than 30 years, IB Roof Systems has 
been producing complete PVC single-ply 
membrane roofing solutions for flat and 
low-slope roofs. Our industry tested, top-tier 
materials offer the easiest installation, best 
performance and longest warranties in the 
industry.



EFFICIENT
In dry applications, seams completed 
daily, per IB specs, typically require no 
additional preparation.
 
CLEAN
IB PVC is naturally a clean product yet 
IB Roof Systems goes beyond, applying 
acrylic to the surface finish.

RELIABLE
Fully welded thermoplastic seams 
reduce chances for error and become as 
strong as the membrane itself.

SAFER
PVC is naturally fire resistant without 
compromising weatherability and 
proven performance. 

EASY
IB PVC remains flexible, even in cold 
weather, making it easier to install.

VERY COOL
IB offers Energy Star Rated, Cool Roof 
Rating Council listed,  and Title 24 
Compliant solutions saving money on 
heating and cooling costs.

REINFORCED
IB PVC membrane is reinforced for 
stability with a durable polyester scrim 
which reduces expansion /contraction.

EASY TO HANDLE
IB Roof Systems membrane is 
manufactured in 3’ and 6’ roll widths 
weighing less than 200 lbs.  Easy 
shipping and job site handling.
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EPDM
LABOR INTENSIVE
Multiple step seaming process to prep 
the surface for tape adhesion.

DIRTY
Black carbon  transfer from EPDM can 
soil hands, clothes, and often tracks into 
building.

UNRELIABLE
Seams and accessories are joined with 
adhesive tape making them susceptible 
to workmanship errors and failure. 

LESS FIRE RESISTANT
Formulations require extensive use of 
additives to meet Fire Resistance 
classifications in Commercial and 
Residential projects. 

CHALLENGING
Requires time to relax in cold weather. 
Can display roll/fold lines that make 
smooth installation difficult.
 
VERY HOT
Most EPDM installed is black which 
causes heat absorption.

LESS STABLE
Potential shrinkage of the membrane 
seen commonly at the roof to parapet 
wall transition, known as “bridging”.

HEAVY
Comes in a variety of roll sizes, often in 
Widths 10’ or greater, challenging to 
move on the roof.

Learn more about IB Roof Systems. Today.

800.426.1626

For safety, lasting performance, energy savings 
and easier installation, EPDM  just has too 
many risks for quality, lasting roofing projects. 

PVCEPDM.06.15.17

IB PVC Roof Systems, A Better Choice. With easier installation, less time and labor 
costs, longest warranty,  lowest maintenance and most durable membrane, coupled with 
the best technical and product support team - IB Roof Systems is the right choice.


